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On 10 June 2016, police officers were dispatched to the area of Pinewood Gardens. Upon the 

arrival of the officers at the location, the respondent, Shannon Wilson and another male 

attempted to run away and were pursued by the officers. During the chase, one of the males 

turned and aimed a firearm in the direction of one of the officers in pursuit. The officer, 

Constable Brown, in response fired at the respondent Wilson and shot him in the back of his left 

thigh. The respondent was later arrested and charged with Attempted Murder, contrary to Sec. 

292 of the Penal Code. On 1 May 2019, the trial began before the Honorable Justice Gregory 

Hilton. On 10 May 2019 , the defence gave a submission of No Case to Answer. On 13 May 

2019 Justice Hilton upheld the No Case submission and withdrew the matter from the jury and 

directed them to return a verdict of “not guilty”. On 16 May 2019, the appellant filed an appeal 

against the decision of Justice Gregory Hilton on the ground that the decision of the judge was 

erroneous on points of law and that the verdict be set aside and remitted to the Supreme Court for 

a retrial. 

Held: Appeal allowed. The case is remitted back to the Supreme Court for retrial. 

The Judge fell into error when he found as a matter of law, that the offence of attempted murder 

had not been made out on the Prosecution's evidence. The Judge was influenced by the fact that 

the respondent did not fire the handgun after he pointed it at the officer. The Judge ought to have 

found that as a matter of law the acts of the respondent were sufficiently proximate to amount to 

an attempt to murder Constable Brown; and then to have called upon the respondent to lead a 

defence. 

Additionally, the Judge was satisfied that because he determined that the offence of attempted 

murder had not been made out, and because the firearms offences had not been charged initially, 

that it was not competent for the alternative firearm offences to be put to the respondent . 

However,  Section 114 of the Criminal Procedure Code makes provision for such a case. There 

are no words limiting the generous ambit of sub-section 3 of section 114. As such, the judge 

should have considered that any lesser offence disclosed on the facts of the case may support a 

conviction on that lesser offence notwithstanding that the defendant had not been charged with 

that offence. 

Taibo v R (1996) 48 WIR 74 considered 

Director of Public Prosecutions v. Varlack (British Virgin Islands) [2008] UKPC 56 (1 

December 2008) considered 

Mario Pinto v Regina SCCrApp Side & CAIS No. 34 of 2010 considered 

Reg. v. Galbraith [1981] 1 W.L.R. 1039 considered 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

JUDGMENT 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Judgment Delivered by the Honourable Mr. Justice Jon Isaacs, JA: 

1. On 16 May 2019, the appellant filed an appeal against the decision of Mr. Justice 

Gregory Hilton ("the Judge") given on 13 May 2019, to uphold a no case to answer 

submission made on behalf of the respondent; and as a consequence of his decision, the 

Judge went on to direct the jury to discharge the respondent on the count of attempted 

murder and to return a verdict of not guilty. 

 

2. We heard the submissions of Counsel on 14 January 2021, and reserved our decision. We 

render it now. For the reasons articulated later in this judgment, we allow the appeal and 

remit the case back to the Supreme Court for  retrial. 

Background 

3. The circumstances surrounding the events that resulted in the respondent being charged 

before the courts for attempted murder are succinctly outlined in the appellant's 

"Summary of Facts" hence I set out their rendition: 

 

“ Summary of Facts 

 

On 10th June 2016, officers were dispatched to the area of Wild 

Guava Avenue and Cottonwood Street in Pinewood Gardens. 

When Constable 3569 Kendrick Brown and Inspector Addison 

Ferguson arrived at the location, they observed two (2) males 

standing in the area. One of the males who fitted the 

description they received, began to run while holding his waist. 

Officer Brown exited the police vehicle and pursued. Officer 

Ferguson also pursued behind Officer Brown. The male turned 

slightly to the right and pointed a sliver (sic) and black firearm 

in the direction of Officer Brown, who became in fear of his 

life, and fired one single shot from his service weapon at the 

male, which caused the male to stumble and the firearm flew 

from his hand. 

 

The firearm, a Jimenez 9 millimeter pistol, with 7 unfired 9-

millimeter rounds, serial number 345687 was recovered from 
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the scene, and admitted into evidence. The male received a 

gunshot injury to the back of his left thigh, for which he 

received medical attention. Officer Brown identified the 

Respondent herein as the person whom he saw and chased, and 

who pointed the firearm at him." 

 

4. On 1 May 2019 the trial of the respondent began before the Judge. The Prosecution called 

some seven witnesses in support of their case against the respondent; and another witness 

was called at the instance of the Judge. However, on 10 May 2019, the Defence made a 

submission of “No Case to Answer” on behalf of the Respondent; which said submission 

found favour with the Judge who then, on 13 May 2019, directed the jury to find the 

respondent not guilty of the charge. 

 

5. The appellant, being dissatisfied with the Judge's decision appealed to this Court pursuant 

to section 12(1A) of the Court of Appeal Act. The appeal is grounded in a single ground 

of appeal, namely, that the decision of the Judge was erroneous on points of law. The 

relief the appellant seeks is that the jury's decision be set aside, and the case be remitted 

to the Supreme Court for a re-trial pursuant to section 12(1B) of the Court of Appeal Act. 

The No Case Ruling 

6. The crux of the submission of no case by Mr. Cash, Counsel for the respondent in the 

court below, may be gleaned from the following passage found at page 131, lines 4 to 19, 

of the transcript: 

" Now, my Lord, we say on that evidence alone it does not arise 

to the point of attempted murder. We say not only must there 

have been an intention to kill as it was murder, but there must 

have been some actual attempt. 

Now my Lord, even if the firearm, as in this case was proven to 

have been a loaded firearm and was once, again my Lord, by 

Charles Bain, proven to be  capable of discharging a shot my 

Lord, if someone were to point a firearm  at another person 

based on the evidence of course our case is that he didn't, but I 

am going on the weakness of the prosecution's case, if someone 

were to just merely point a firearm at someone even though it's 

loaded, my Lord, that does not constitute an attempt to kill the 

person with intention to kill them." 

7. Mr. Cash continued at pages 131-2: 
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"I would even go my Lord, a case where it maybe the police. 

The police is  chasing after someone and they stay, stop and 

they draw their weapon, it  does not mean that they attempted 

to kill the person. The gun itself does not kill. The gun kills 

when a round is loaded into it and it's fired and hits a person. 

And my Lord even if a firearm is fired, it could be fired 

without the intention to kill. And so, my Lord, in this case, I 

say that there is no case to  answer on attempted murder, 

because the evidence does not rise to that  standard, my Lord, 

so I would submit that he should not be called upon to answer 

to that charge." 

8. It appears from the response of Ms. Burrows, Counsel for the prosecution, that they 

considered there was sufficient evidence adduced by them to cause the case to be placed 

into the hands of the jury. However, the Prosecution did not appear to have any great 

confidence in the soundness of their case because although pressing the Judge to find that 

the respondent did have a case to answer on the attempted murder charge, said at page 

136 of the transcript, lines 17 to 21, the following: 

"My Lord, we note that the Court might be of the view that 

sufficient Actus Reus for attempted murder charge may not be 

in place, but we wish the Court to note that it is open to give 

directions to the jury pursuant to  Section 129(3) of the Penal 

Code."  

9. In furtherance of her contention that the Judge could leave alternative offences to the jury 

based on the evidence adduced by the Prosecution during the trial, Ms. Burrows 

submitted at page 137, lines 15 to 22 of the transcript: 

"That is my understanding of the evidence. In those 

circumstances my Lord, we submit that the Court is open to 

direct the jury to offences within the Firearm's Act Section 33 

or Section 34 are applicable in these circumstances. Section 33; 

Possession with Intent to Engager life. Section 34 Possession 

with intent to Prevent Lawful Arrest or to put another in 

fear." 

10. Mr. Cash responded that it was not competent for the Judge to substitute the firearms 

offences as an alternative to an attempted murder charge because those are not lesser 

charges, they are separate charges as they do not have as an element of causing some type 

of harm. (See the exchanges between the Judge and Mr. Cash at pages 145-8 of the 

transcript). 
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11. I note here that section 129 of the Penal Code states, inter alia: 

"129. With respect to cases where one act constitutes several 

offences or where several acts are done in execution of one 

criminal purpose, the following provisions shall have effect, 

that is to say — 

... 

(3) if, when a person is charged with an offence part only of 

such charge is proved, which part amounts to an offence other 

than that charged and being, in the opinion of the court, an 

offence committed in execution of the same design as is 

specified in the charge, he shall be punishable in respect of the 

offence which he is proved to have committed, although he was 

not charged with it, or he may be punishable for an attempt to 

commit the offence charged, although not charged with the 

attempt:" 

12. Having heard Counsel's submissions, the Judge adjourned the proceedings to consider his 

ruling. On 13 May 2019, the Judge read from his prepared ruling. He rehearsed Counsel's 

submissions and the "pertinent" evidence of the prosecution's witnesses and he cited a 

passage from Volume 11 of Halsbury's Laws of England Fourth Edition found at 

paragraphs 64 and 65 where it was there stated that: 

"An attempt is any overt act immediately connected with the 

commission of an offence and forming part of a series of Act 

(sic) which, if not interrupted or frustrated or abandoned, 

would result in the commission of complete the offences. Acts 

remotely leading towards the commission of an offence  cannot 

constitute an attempt; the acts must be immediately connected 

with the offence. An act done preparatory to the commission of 

an offence is  not sufficiently proximate and it is not an 

attempt merely to procure  materials with which to commit 

the offence. Whether an act is sufficiently  proximate to be 

capable of amounting to an attempt is a question of law; 

whether the act amounts in the circumstances to an attempt is 

a matter of fact for the jury. In order to support a charge of 

attempting to commit a crime it must be shown that the 

Defendant intended to commit the  completed crime to which it 

relates. Notwithstanding that the completed crime might be 

established by proof of recklessness, an attempt to  commit it 

requires a specific intention" 

13. At pages 165-6 of the transcript the Judge stated: 
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"On the evidence in this case as detailed earlier, I am of the 

view that the actus reus of Attempted Murder has not been 

established as the act of the  Accused running away from the 

police and producing a handgun and pointing it at them, 

without firing, while he was running away from them, can 

reasonably be regarded as possession (sic) the firearm with 

intent to evade lawfully (sic) arrest or endangering life and not 

Attempted Murder. The intent which the Accused in this case 

must be shown to have on the charge of Attempted Murder in 

this case is a specific intent to kill Officer Brown and the 

actions of the Accused do not, in my view, establish that intent 

to the extent that a reasonable jury properly directed could 

return a verdict of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 

In my view, having reviewed the evidence as outlined above 

and after considering the law and legal guidelines set out 

earlier, I find that there is no sufficient evidence produced by 

the prosecution to establish the offence of Attempted Murder 

in this information.  

The prosecution have also submitted that should the Court 

find Attempted Murder not made out that the Court, under 

the provision of section 129 of the penal Code, can leave to the 

jury the charge of possession of unlicensed firearm with one of 

the intents specified in section 33 of the Firearms Act.”  

14. The Judge then concluded as follows:  

"The Court is of the view that on a proper reading of Section 

129(3) of the  Penal Code effect must be given to the words "an 

offence committed in execution of the same design as in the 

specified charge". In other words, to allow substitution of an 

alternate charge  where the charge in the  information is not 

proven or made out.   

                                                                                                                                          

Offences under the Firearm Act could have been proffered 

against the Accused ab initio, but I do not consider that any  of 

those offence s in Section 33 of the Firearms Act can be termed 

to be committed in execution of Attempted Murder on the facts 

of this case." 

15. The Judge then proceeded to direct the jury to return a verdict of not guilty on the 

attempted murder charge. As per his opinion that section 129(3) only allows 

"substitution of an alternate charge where the charge in the information is not 
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proven or made out", the Judge did not leave any alternative offence with the jury for 

them to consider.   

 

The Appeal  

Ground 1- The decision of the learned trial judge is erroneous in point of law. 

16. Inasmuch as the appellant's position is that there was sufficient evidence placed before 

the court by the Prosecution for the Judge to find that a prima facie case had been made 

out on the attempted murder charge and that the respondent ought to have been called 

upon to lead a defence, if not for that offence, at least for the alternative offences 

pursuant to the Firearms Act, that is, section 33: Possession with Intent to Engager life 

and section 34: Possession with intent to Prevent Lawful Arrest or to put another in fear, I 

propose to set out what I consider, is the pertinent evidence of Police Constable 3569 

Brown . His evidence may be found at pages 43 to 45: 

"Q. We are here in the matter of the Director of Public 

Prosecution versus Shannon Wilson can you please indicate 

your involvement in this matter?  

A. On Friday, 10th of June, sometime after 11:00p.m., I was on 

special operational duties along with Sergeant 2218 Ferguson, 

who is now an Inspector. At this time, was in full police 

uniform and in marked police vehicle. 

Acting on information, we proceeded to number 26 

Cottonwood Street.  Upon arrival, I would have observed a 

dark male clad in a short brown pants and an orange shirt 

fitting the description of the information  received. 

.... 

Q. What if anything else occurred? 

A. This male then appeared to have looked in our direction. He 

immediately  held onto his waist and ran in a western 

direction, alongside a residence which was height (sic) lit at the 

time. 

... 

Q. Yes. Thank you, what if anything else occurred after you 

would have observed the individual? 

A. I then exited the police vehicle and gave chase shouting, 

"police, stop;  police stop". This male then pulled from his 

waist a black and silver handgun. He then turn slightly to the 
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right and pointed the firearm in my direction, which made 

well, he put me in fear for my life. 

Q. What did you do as a result? 

A. I then withdraw and pointed my police service pistol, serial 

number UU664184, in his direction and discharged one shot. 

Q. What if anything occurred after you discharged that shot? 

A. I then notice when this male stumbled and fell from to (sic) 

the ground and the firearm fell from his hand. I then 

approached this male, who turned  over and said, "Officer, I 

had been shot". I then secured the firearm by standing 

between him and the firearm and Sergeant Ferguson, who is 

now,  Inspector he contacted police control room informing 

them of the matter  and requested assistance from EMS." 

17. Officer Brown's account of his encounter with the respondent is supported in the main by 

the evidence of Inspector Ferguson. The transcript reveals the Defence challenged the 

officers' stories, but it does not appear that the Judge found their evidence incapable of 

belief. The issue , then, is was the reason for the Judge's finding that as a matter of law, 

the offence of attempted murder was not disclosed correct.  

 

18. The pith and substance of the appellant's case is that there was material produced by them 

which raised a prima facie case of attempted murder against the respondent. They placed 

reliance on the cases of R v Galbraith [1981]1 WLR 1039, Ellis Taibo v The Queen 

(1996) 48 WIR 74  and Director of Public Prosecutions v. Varlack (British Virgin 

Islands) [2008] UKPC 56 (1 December 2008). 

 

 

19. Galbraith (Supra) is the seminal case on how a court ought to approach a submission of 

no case to answer when determining whether a defendant should be called upon to lead a 

defence. The test propounded consists of two limbs. At page 1063 Lord Lane, who 

delivered the decision of the English Court of Appeal stated: 

" How then should the judge approach a submission of 'no 

case'? (1) If  there is no evidence that the crime alleged has 

been committed by the defendant, there is no difficulty. The 

judge will of course stop the case. (2) The difficulty arises 

where there is some evidence, but it is of a tenuous character, 

for example because of inherent weakness or vagueness or 

because it is inconsistent with other evidence. (a) Where the 

judge comes  to the conclusion that the Crown's evidence, 
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taken at its highest, is such  that a jury properly directed could 

not properly convict on it, it is his duty,  on a submission 

being made, to stop the case. (b) Where however the Crown's 

evidence is such that its strength or weakness depends on the 

view to be taken of a witness's reliability, or other matters 

which are generally speaking within the province of the jury 

and where on one possible view of the facts there is evidence on 

which a jury could properly come to the conclusion that the 

defendant is guilty, then the judge should  allow the matter to 

be tried by the jury. It follows that we think the second  of the 

two schools of thought is to be preferred. 

 

There will of course, as always in this branch of the law, be 

borderline cases. They can safely be left to the discretion of the 

judge." 

20. It would appear from Galbraith (Supra) that where the evidence against the defendant is 

tenuous, that is, inherently weak or vague or inconsistent with other evidence, the trial 

judge should stop the case. However, in the Privy Council decision of Ellis Taibo 

(Supra) where the Board opined that there were serious weaknesses in the prosecution's 

case, Lord Mustill in delivering the decision of the court, stated at page 11 of the 

judgment: 

" All in all, although the case against the appellant was thin, 

and perhaps very thin, if the jury found the evidence of Jane 

Cruz, Guzman and  Francisco Valerio to be truthful and 

reliable there was material on which a jury could, without 

irrationality, be satisfied of guilt. This being so, the judge was 

not only entitled but required to let the trial proceed: Reg. v. 

Galbraith [1981] 1 W.L.R. 1039." 

21. In Varlack (Supra) Lord Carswell endorsed the second limb in Lord Lane's decision in 

Galbraith as expressed at page 1063 as "a canonical statement of the law": 

"(b) Where however the Crown's evidence is such that its 

strength or weakness depends on the view to be taken of a 

witness's reliability, or other matters which are generally 

speaking within the province of the jury and where on one 

possible view of the facts there is evidence on which a jury 

could properly come to the conclusion that the defendant is 

guilty,  then the judge should allow the matter to be tried by the 

jury." 
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22. Lord Carswell went on to comment on inferences that may be drawn from the particular 

circumstances in a case and said at paragraph 21:  

"The basic rule in deciding on a submission of no case at the 

end of the evidence adduced by the prosecution is that the 

judge should not withdraw  the case if a reasonable jury 

properly directed could on that evidence find the charge in 

question proved beyond reasonable doubt. The canonical 

statement of the law, as quoted above is to be found in the 

judgment of  Lord Lane CJ in R v Galbraith [1981] 1 WLR 

1039, 1042. That decision concerned the weight which could 

properly be attached to testimony relied  upon by the Crown 

as implicating the defendant, but the underlying principle, that 

the assessment of the strength of the evidence should be left to 

the jury rather than being undertaken by the judge, is equally 

applicable  in cases such as the present, concerned with the 

drawing of inferences." 

23. Mr. Delaney sought to defend the decision of the Judge by submitting that it was for the 

Judge to decide, as a matter of law, whether there was sufficient evidence of an attempt to 

murder Constable Brown; and that on the facts disclosed, the appellant did not prove an 

act on the part of the respondent that was more than preparatory to the commission of the 

offence.  

Statutes 

24. The respondent was charged with attempted murder contrary to section 292 of the Penal 

Code which states: 

" 292. Whoever attempts to commit murder shall be liable to 

imprisonment for life." 

25. Section 290 of the Penal Code defines murder as follows: 

"290. Whoever intentionally causes the death of another 

person by any unlawful harm is guilty of murder, unless his 

crime is reduced to  manslaughter by reason of such extreme 

provocation, or other matter of partial excuse, as in this Title 

hereafter mentioned. " 

26. Section 83 of the Penal Code provides, inter alia, as follows: 

"83. (1) A person who attempts to commit an offence by any 

means shall not be acquitted on the ground that, by reason of 
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the imperfection or other condition of the means, or by reason 

of the circumstances under which  they are used, or by reason 

of any circumstances affecting the person  against whom, or the 

thing in respect of which, the offence is intended to be 

committed, or by reason of the absence of such person or thing, 

the offence could not be committed according to his intent.  

(2) Whoever attempts to commit an offence shall, if the attempt 

is frustrated by reason only of accident or of circumstances or 

events independent of his will, be deemed guilty of an attempt 

in the first degree, and shall, except as in this Code otherwise 

expressly provided, be punishable in the same  manner as if 

the offence had been completed." [Emphasis added] 

27. When regard is had to the elements of the offence of murder, the main element that must 

be disclosed on the evidence is the intention to kill. Inasmuch as a person's intent can 

only be gleaned by what they may have said or done all things being equal; and an intent 

is formed only in the mind of the proposed actor, we are not privy to those thoughts. We 

are not mind readers. However, the Penal Code does offer a mechanism whereby a jury 

considering a case of attempted murder can arrive at a conclusion as to what the specific 

intent of the defendant was at the time of the commission of the offence. This element of 

the intention to kill is to be considered by the Judge when a no case submission is made; 

and he was expected to apply the facts to the law. 

 

28. Section 12 of the Penal Code sets out in great detail those actions found to exist by a jury 

on the facts in a case from which they may determine the defendant's intent at the 

material time. Section 12 states, inter alia: 

" 12. (1) If a person does an act for the purpose of thereby 

causing or contributing to cause an event, he intends to cause 

that event, within the meaning of this Code, although either in 

fact or in his belief, or both in fact  and also in his belief, the 

act is unlikely to cause or to contribute to cause the event.  

... 

(3) If a person does an act of such a kind or in such a manner 

as that, if he  used reasonable caution and observation, it 

would appear to him that the act would probably cause or 

contribute to cause an event, or that there would be great risk 

of the act causing or contributing to cause an event, he  shall 

be presumed to have intended to cause that event, until it is 

shown  that he believed that the act would probably not cause 

or contribute to cause the event."  
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29. Sub-section 3 of section 12 is often recited to juries by judges giving directions on the 

law in relation to how the jury is to conclude what a defendant intended to do when he, 

for example, stabbed a victim in the chest multiple times or pointed a firearm at and shot 

a victim in the head. 

 

30. In Mario Pinto v Regina SCCrApp Side & CAIS No. 34 of 2010, the appellant had been 

convicted of manslaughter by provocation in circumstances where following an 

altercation with the deceased, he had either pulled or hit the deceased off of a moving 

truck thereby causing the deceased to hit his head on the ground and causing him injuries 

from which he subsequently died. Newman, JA undertook an examination of the 

intention to kill required to be proven by the Prosecution pursuant to section 12 of the 

Penal Code; and said: 

"26. Persons frequently take action for a purpose or, to put it 

another way,  to achieve a consequence. Where a person acts 

with the purpose of killing  another person the mental element 

for murder will be established (see  section 12(1) of the Penal 

Code). In the development of the criminal law, the 

ascertainment of intention has been closely bound up with 

finding the purpose or object for which action was taken or the 

consequence which  was sought to be achieved. A jury’s task 

in making a finding in this regard  involves a conventional, 

evidential enquiry about which the jury must be “sure”. But 

since intention is not capable of positive proof, it can only be 

inferred from the facts or by the admission of the defendant. 

Section 12 of  the Penal Code is a general provision and 

according to its marginal note, a provision “… as to what 

constitutes an overt act” in the criminal law of evidence. 

Section 12(1) of the Penal Code assists the evidential process by 

pointing to the task of finding the purpose or object for which 

a person has  acted. It provides that a sure finding on the 

purpose or consequence which the accused sought to achieve 

establishes the intention of the actor. In cases where extreme 

violence has been used, for example, where a lethal firearm has 

been discharged or where there is other evidence from which a 

jury would have no difficulty in inferring that the accused took 

action in order to kill a victim, a direction under section 12(1) 

is likely to be  sufficient. It has been said many times that 

simplicity in the giving of directions is of the highest 

importance. I have to say that in a number of cases involving 

extreme violence I have not seen a simple direction to the jury 

to consider whether the defendant acted with the purpose of 

killing. Frequently section 12(3) has been read to them and, in 

some cases, this has led to difficulties..  
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27. It would be neither practical nor desirable to endeavor to 

range over the variety of circumstances which can come before 

a Court, but one or  two observations may be of assistance. A 

person's wish or desire frequently coincides with the purpose 

of the action or the consequence to  be achieved and thus 

intention may coincide with the wish or desire, but it will not 

do so invariably. A jury must be told that a finding must be 

reached on all the relevant evidence.  

28. For example sometimes a person can take action to achieve 

a purpose when driven by a need which causes him to take it, 

even though he does  not, for other reasons, wish or desire to 

achieve the purpose or experience the consequence.              

The fugitive from justice who chooses to take a plane to a 

remote hideaway acts to achieve escape and may do so despite 

a lack of a wish or a desire to live in hiding in a foreign land. 

This is not to say that evidence as to the existence of a wish or 

desire will not be relevant.  

29. A person who takes aim at short range and shoots a person 

in the head, unless there is evidence pointing to the contrary, 

will, by his action, be taken as wanting to kill and intending to 

kill the other person, because it would appear it must have 

been the purpose or consequence he sought to achieve. But it 

will not always be so, because another explanation may be 

available. Some might ask, what other explanation could there 

be for his action? Case law can be a source of revelation into 

human behavior. In R v Lamb [1967] 2QB 981 a person 

pointed a loaded revolver at his friend as a joke. He then 

pulled the trigger, acting out the joke, in the belief that the two 

bullets which were in the revolving chamber were not opposite 

the trigger. He was wrong, but, on the evidence, he neither 

wanted to kill, nor  had the object or purpose of killing, nor 

further did he wish to kill or to  achieve the consequence of 

death. Nor did he believe that there was a risk  of death. That 

is not to say he was not reckless or negligent.  

30. It has to be said that in cases which have come before this 

Court, for example, where a gun has been discharged at close 

range at a victim, judges have regularly directed juries by 

quoting section 12(3) of the Penal  Code, without making any 

reference to section 12(1). A clear exposition of  section 12(1) 

may well be all that is required.  

Consequence and Foresight of Consequence  

31. Where a simple direction under section 12(1) of the Penal 

Code may not be enough the jury may have to decide the issue 
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of the defendant’s intention by considering whether at the time 

he committed the act causing death he believed that his act 

would probably cause or contribute to cause death (section 

12(2) of the Penal Code. Because the law recognizes a 

relationship between intention and consequence, ascertaining a 

person's intention at the time he acted can involve 

consideration being given to the question of a person’s 

foresight, at the time the action was taken, of the  probability of 

a consequence occurring. This is the legislative purpose for 

section 12(2) and 12(3) of the Penal Code. As Lord Scarman 

observed in R v Hancock [1986] AC 455 at 473:  

"[The guidelines] require a reference to probability. They also 

require an explanation that the greater the probability of a 

consequence the more likely it is that the consequence was 

foreseen and that if that consequence was foreseen the greater 

the possibility is that that consequence was also intended. But 

juries also require to be reminded that the decision is theirs to 

be reached upon a consideration of all the evidence."  

The process of ascertaining whether a defendant did force a 

consequence  or foresee a risk of a consequence occurring will 

invariably involve a jury in considering the facts objectively to 

decide what risk was probable and foreseeable. This is the 

process Lord Scarman was referring to in the above passage 

from Hancock and it is the process reflected in section 12(3) of 

the Penal Code. But just as Lord Scarman referred to the need 

for it to be recognized that the purpose is to determine the 

intention of the defendant by reference to “all the evidence”, so 

subsection (3) makes it plain that it is the probability of the 

consequence having appeared to the defendant which is critical 

to the process.  

32. Thus in the task of determining how sure they can be of the 

degree of probability of a consequence occurring of which a 

defendant was aware or believed to be present, the jury will, at 

the first stage, apply an objective  standard, namely, what 

they consider would appear to someone after the  exercise of 

reasonable caution or observation. However the defendant is 

not fixed with that objective conclusion because the jury must 

consider by reference to all the evidence what conclusion 

would have appeared to the defendant. It is very important to 

emphasize that if a defendant has given no thought to the 

consequences of what he was doing before he did it, a jury 

could not conclude that it would have appeared to him to be a 

risk. It is for this reason that recklessness is not to be equated 
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with intention on a  charge for murder. I shall draw attention 

to the cases later.  

33. In The Bahamas foresight of the probability of a 

consequence is not to be equated with intention. Nor is there 

any case which sheds light on the  degree of certainty of 

consequence which will be required. In this regard I urge 

attention to Woollin v R [1999] AC 82. It seems that in some 

instances prosecutions for murder are being launched in the 

belief that any degree of foresight of a probable consequence is 

sufficient. Further, as this case demonstrates, it seems that the 

issue of foreseeability when determined by the objective 

standard to which I have referred, which is also sometimes 

called the “reasonable man” standard, is often simply imputed 

to a defendant as being what would have appeared to him. It 

seems the assumption is sometimes being made that a 

conclusion on the foresight of a probable consequence, tested 

objectively, is laid down by the Penal Code. I believe the 

prosecution made the assumption in this case and as a  result 

the accused’s foresight and consequentially his belief were not 

investigated. The cases show that judges have sometimes 

understood the subsection as providing that a man is taken to 

have intended the natural and probable consequences of his 

action. The Court of Appeal decision in  Ferguson v R (1965-

70) 1 LRB 129 expresses the correct position and I have 

included citation from it in this judgment.  

34. The Penal Code introduces distinct evidential tasks for 

determining  intention. Section 12(1) directs attention to the 

purpose or object of the action taken. Section 12(2) is an 

alternative route to finding intention, by  inferring from the 

action taken and all the evidence whether the accused  held a 

belief his action would probably cause or contribute to cause 

the event in question. Under section 12(2) and 12(3) the 

essential ingredient  laid down by the Code which must be 

present and which, if found by the  jury, equates foresight with 

“intention” is the belief of the accused in the  probability of 

his act causing or contributing to the “event”. For this reason if 

it is shown that he did not believe in the risk, intent will not be 

proved. (See later as to the meaning to be given to “shown” in 

section 12(3).  

Belief  

35. Section 12 (2) equates a belief on the part of the actor, that 

his action will probably cause an event, to his intention to 

cause that event. The logic  is simple, but it is the accused’s 

“belief” which is critical. Mere foreseeability does not equate 
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with intention. Intention can be inferred from what is foreseen 

as a probability and it will be for the jury to consider whether 

the degree of certainty or probability of the consequence which 

has been shown enables them to be sure that the accused 

believed his action would probably cause or contribute to cause 

an event. The greater the degree of probability of a 

consequence the more likely it is that it was foreseen and, if it 

was foreseen, the greater the possibility that the actor held the 

necessary belief (see Hancock above).  

36. It will assist future understanding of the subsections if 

regard is had to the connection between section 12(2) and 

section 12(3). Merely reading section 12(3) to the jury should 

be avoided and if done, without proper explanation, will 

amount to an inadequate direction. The rebuttable 

presumption contained in section 12(3) will be better 

understood if it is recognized that it is an evidential provision 

designed to focus attention on an important part of the process 

of determining the accused’s “belief”, the ingredient which 

section 12(2) stipulates as being an essential in proving 

intention by reference to the concept of foresight of 

consequence.  

What Is Meant By Belief?  

37. It may be that a jury will benefit from a direction in 

connection with what is meant by belief. Great detail should be 

avoided. It requires something significantly more than 

suspicion. It requires something approaching a settled 

conclusion, going beyond foresight and having the character of 

a conclusion which has been reached with a degree of certainty 

sufficient for  it to be regarded as a belief. If, on the facts of a 

case under consideration, a  jury concludes that the foreseeability 

of the accused of an event occurring would have been 

something like a virtual certainty the jury will be likely to 

reach the sure conclusion that the defendant believed in the 

probable consequence of his action as opposed to simply 

foreseeing it.  

The Connection between Section 12(2) and 12(3) of the Penal 

Code  

38. A citation from the Privy Council’s judgment in Rahming v 

R [2002] UKPC 23 (4 December 2001) will assist. Section 12(3):  

“…is an evidential provision. It does not mean that it suffices 

for the commission of the crime of murder that the defendant 

was reckless:  Dean v R [1989-90] 1 LRB 534. Intentionally 
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causing the death of  another is an essential ingredient of 

murder although in discharging this burden of proof the 

prosecution can rely upon a rebuttable evidential presumption 

of fact under” section 12(3) “in the same manner as the proof 

of primary facts may lead to the inference of a further fact. 

This is, after all, the normal way in which intent is proved.”  

The first critical point to make about this passage is that the 

Privy Council have characterized the presumption as “a 

rebuttable evidential presumption” (emphasis added). The 

second critical point is that they have gone on to describe the 

limits of its effect. “It operates” in the same manner as the 

proof of primary facts may lead to the inference of a further 

fact”. This is, after all, the normal way in which intent is 

proved”. By so describing it they have held that it is to be 

distinguished from a presumption which carries a probative 

burden, requiring an accused to rebut the presumed fact on 

the balance of probabilities. This must follow from the 

fundamental principle that proof of intent is a burden which 

remains with the prosecution throughout the trial ..." 

Discussion 

31. I readily accept that, as Mr. Delaney submits and is outlined at page 68 of the Crown 

Court Bench Book, "[i]t is for the judge to decide whether there is sufficient evidence of 

an attempt for the issue to be left to the jury"; or more precisely stated in Volume 11 of 

Halsbury's Laws of England Fourth Edition: "Whether an act is sufficiently proximate 

to be capable of amounting to an attempt is a question of law; whether the act 

amounts in the circumstances to an attempt is a matter of fact for the jury." 

 

32. However, as an appellate court, we are called upon to determine whether the Judge was 

correct to conclude that the Prosecution's evidence did not disclose acts "by the 

respondent "sufficiently proximate to be capable of amounting to an attempt" by the 

respondent to murder Constable Brown.  

 

33. The Judge found that "the act of the accused running away from the police and 

producing a handgun and pointing it at them, without firing, while he was running 

away from them, can reasonably be regarded as possession (sic) the firearm with 

intent to evade lawfully (sic) arrest or endangering life and not Attempted Murder". 

There are several outcomes that may have arisen following the pointing of the weapon at 

the officer, for instance, the respondent may have produced the weapon to scare the 

pursuing officers into breaking off their pursuit or he may have intended to discharge the 

weapon, again to scare the officers or he may have intended to injure the officer so that 

he could no longer chase the respondent. These were possible conclusions the jury would 

have been entitled to arrive at had the case been left for their consideration. 
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34. It appears that the Judge was influenced by the fact that the respondent did not fire the 

handgun after he pointed it at the officer. If it is a requirement that on a prosecution for 

attempted murder that actual injury be done to the virtual complainant, this would be a 

major impediment to prosecutions for attempted murder where no injury was caused to 

the virtual complainant. Additionally, if it is only where the firearm is discharged that a 

sufficient prima facie case has been made out, this too would stymie prosecutions for 

attempted murder.  

 

35. On the Judge's approach to the offence, the only acts that could follow the production of a 

firearm and pointing it at his pursuers in order to support the charge of attempted murder 

is the actual firing and injuring of the officer in some vital part of his body. While the 

decision of the Judge may be supportable where there is some evidence to support an 

alternative intent on the part of the respondent and/or there is no evidence of an 

intervening event, in this case there was an intervening event, namely, the respondent was 

shot, and the handgun fell out of his hand. Moreover, the handgun was examined and 

found to be loaded with a bullet in the chamber. In such circumstances, the Judge ought 

to have had regard to the definition of attempt contained in section 83(2) of the Penal 

Code, to wit: 

"(2) Whoever attempts to commit an offence shall, if the 

attempt is frustrated by reason only of accident or of 

circumstances or events independent of his will, be deemed 

guilty of an attempt in the first degree ..."[Emphasis Added] 

36. The evidence of Constable Brown was not said by the Judge to be unreliable or that 

evidence adduced as a part of the Prosecution's case was tenuous. Thus, the evidence as it 

stood at the time of the close of the Prosecution's case, disclosed that the respondent 

produced a loaded and working firearm which he proceeded to point in the direction of 

the pursuing officers. He did not discharge the firearm, but it may be reasonably inferred 

that he was prevented from doing so due to his being shot by Constable Brown and the 

firearm dropping from his hand. 

 

37. In the premises, there is merit in this ground as I hold the view that the Judge ought to 

have found that as a matter of law the acts of the respondent were sufficiently proximate 

to amount to an attempt to murder Constable Brown; and then to have called upon the 

respondent to lead a defence.  

Ground 2   

38. Inasmuch as I am satisfied that the Judge fell into error when he concluded, as a matter of 

law, a prima facie case against the respondent had not been made out; and that the 
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respondent ought to be acquitted of the charge, it is not absolutely necessary to address 

ground 2. I propose to do so, but cursorily. 

 

39. The appellant submitted that the Judge erred when he determined not to call upon the 

respondent to answer to the alternative offences identified by the Prosecution. At page 

167 of the transcript the Judge said: 

"The Court is of the view that on a proper reading of section 

129 (3) of the Penal Code effect must be given to the words 'an 

offence committed in execution of the same design as in the 

specified charge" in order to allow substitution of an alternate 

charge where the charge in the Information is  not proven or 

made out. 

Offences under the Firearms Act could have been proffered 

against the Accused ab initio, but I do not consider that any of 

those offences in section 33 of the Firearms Act can be termed 

to be committed in execution of Attempted Murder on the facts 

of this case."  

40. It appears that the Judge was satisfied that because the offence of attempted murder had 

not been made out and the firearms offences had not been charged initially, that it was 

not competent for the alternative firearm offences to be put to the respondent.  

 

41. During the hearing before us, I drew Counsel's attention to section 114 of the Criminal 

Procedure Code which section had not been brought to the Judge's attention by Counsel 

in the court below. That section provides, inter alia, as follows: 

"114. ... 

(2) When a person is charged with an offence consisting of 

several particulars, a combination of some only of which 

constitutes a complete lesser offence, and such combination is 

proved but the remaining  particulars are to be proved, he 

may be convicted of the lesser offence although he was not 

charged with it.  

(3) When a person is charged with an offence and facts are 

proved which reduce it to a lesser offence, he may be convicted 

of the lesser offence  although he was not charged with it." 

42. Counsel was invited to make such comments as they wished on the effect of sub-section 

3 in particular. Mr. Delaney attempted to differentiate the respondent's case so as to 

remove it from the ambit of sub-section 3 by circumscribing its scope to only include a 

true alternative lesser offence to attempted murder. In my view, his attempt was futile. 
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The words of the sub-section are clear. Where a person is charged with an offence and "... 

facts are proved which reduce it to a lesser offence, he may be convicted of the lesser 

offence although he was not charged with it." There are no words limiting the 

generous ambit of sub-section 3 as Mr. Delaney would have us accept. Any lesser offence 

disclosed on the facts of the case may support a conviction on that lesser offence 

notwithstanding that the defendant had not been charged with that offence. 

Conclusion 

43. I am satisfied that the Judge fell into error when he found as a matter of law that the 

offence of attempted murder had not been made out on the Prosecution's evidence.  

 

44. The matter is remitted to the Supreme Court for re-trial of the respondent on the charge of 

attempted murder on the earliest date that court's calendar may afford. 

 

 

      __________________________________ 

                                        The Honorable Mr. Justice Jon Isaacs, JA  

 

  

45. I agree that the appeal should be allowed on ground one and that the matter should be 

remitted to the Supreme Court for  a retrial. 

 

      ____________________________________ 

 The Honorable Sir Michael Barnett, P  

 

46.  I also agree. 

 

        ____________________________________ 

 The Honorable Mr. Justice Evans, JA  

    

 


